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Abstract— A rotary traveling-wave oscillator (RTWO) has an
ability to generate multiple phases at millimeter-wave (mmW)
frequencies while achieving low phase noise (PN). Unfortunately,
due to the practically unavoidable transmission line (TL)
dispersion, which causes the higher-order harmonics to travel
faster than the fundamental, RTWOs suffer from flicker noise
upconversion. In this article, we propose a “distributed stubs”
technique to mitigate this mechanism in which tuning capacitors
placed on the TL stubs away from the maintaining amplifiers
will slow down the travel speed of higher-order harmonics
relative to the fundamental, thus lowering the phase shifts due
to the TL dispersion. We further provide a comprehensive
analysis of the flicker noise upconversion mechanism due
to the TL dispersion. The proposed 26.2–30-GHz RTWO
is implemented in 22-nm fully depleted silicon-on-insulator
(FD-SOI) CMOS with eight differential phases. At 30 GHz,
it achieves PN of −107.6 and −128.9 dBc/Hz at 1- and 10-MHz
offsets, respectively. This translates into figures-of-merit (FoMs)
of 184.2 and 185.4 dB, respectively, for a single phase. The
proposed architecture consumes 20 mW from 0.8-V supply. It
achieves a flicker PN corner of 180 kHz, which is an order-
of-magnitude better than currently achievable by state-of-the-art
mmW RTWOs.

Index Terms— 30 GHz, distributed oscillator, fifth genera-
tion (5G), flicker noise upconversion, fully depleted silicon-
on-insulator (FD-SOI), low phase noise (PN), millimeter-wave
(mmW or mm-Wave), phase sensitivity function, rotary
traveling-wave oscillator (RTWO), transmission line (TL)
dispersion.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT years have witnessed increasing demands for
high data-rate wireless communications. To meet such

demands, the fifth generation (5G) of wireless standards
starts to utilize millimeter-wave (mmW) frequencies at 28-
and 39-GHz bands, where wider bandwidths are available.
This demands more complex modulation schemes, such as
256-QAM, which constraints the maximum error vector
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Fig. 1. Basic circuit topology of an RTWO with N = 8 segments showing
details of its segment’s equivalent circuit.

magnitude (EVMmax) to better than −30 dB. On the local
oscillator (LO) side, this could only be realistically met with an
ultralow phase noise (PN) integrated jitter level of sub-100 fs
in the 28-GHz band [1]–[4]. Furthermore, multiple phases
are highly desired to support direct frequency conversion
[5], [6], and to perform frequency multiplication [7]. As
one of promising circuit topologies, a rotary traveling-wave
oscillator (RTWO) has demonstrated its ability to generate
multiple phases at mmW frequencies while achieving low PN
[6], [8]–[16]. It is worth mentioning that the ability to generate
multiple phases in an RTWO is traded off against a larger
occupied area as compared with conventional LC oscillators
(LCOs). However, our goal is for an RTWO to consume equiv-
alent or less silicon area than a multi-phase LCO would [17].

A basic RTWO architecture includes a pair of conductors
acting as a differential transmission line (TL) that is twisted to
form a Möbius ring. The ring is then divided into N segments
to provide N differential phases, as shown in Fig. 1 (N = 8).
Each segment of length �seg is loaded/driven by a single stub
which provides layout access for connecting a maintaining
amplifier and a tuning varactor or a switched-capacitor (sw-
cap), CV . The traditional maintaining amplifier uses back-
to-back inverters acting as negative resistance to compensate
for the segment’s losses and to ensure differential operation.
The differential TL is modeled by its lumped RLCG equivalent
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Fig. 2. Survey of 1/ f 3 PN corners of state-of-the-art mmW and sub-mmW
oscillators (10–80 GHz) versus thermal noise FOM at 10-MHz offset. (See
Table I for the definition of FOM.)

circuit, as illustrated in Fig. 1, where CTL and LTL denote
the differential capacitance and inductance per unit length,
respectively, and RTL and GTL represent the series resistance
and shunt conductance losses per unit length, respectively. To
first order, the oscillation frequency is given by [18]:

f1 = υH 1

2N�seg
= 1

2N�seg

√
LTL

(
CTL + CV

�seg

) , (1)

where υH 1 is the phase velocity at the fundamental frequency.
It is well-known that the quality factor (Q) degradation

of tuning varactors in mmW RTWOs leads to worse PN in
the thermal noise (1/ f 2) region [9], [14]. Many techniques
have been introduced to mitigate such degradation, such as
inductive loading [11], using an array of coupled oscillators
[6], [9], and combining standing-wave and traveling-wave
modes (hybrid RTWO) as devised in [9] and [10]. Despite
those PN improvements in the 1/ f 2 region, the flicker PN
(1/ f 3) corner of mmW RTWO appears to always exceed
1 MHz, as surveyed in Fig. 2. This puts a hard limit on the
integrated jitter performance, and thus the achievable data rates
in mmW transceivers.

Consider an example of a type-II all-digital phase-locked
loop (ADPLL) based on a 30-GHz RTWO with N = 8,
as shown in Fig. 3. The resolution of its phase-to-digital con-
verter (PDC) is determined by the physical distance between
RTWO segments, which is equivalent to a step size (time
resolution) of 1/2 N f0 [19]. This translates into time resolution
as fine as 2.083 ps in this example. According to system
simulations using an s-domain linear model, with no 1/ f 3 PN
added yet, the loop bandwidth of ADPLL needs to be roughly
300 kHz in order to achieve a minimum integrated jitter of
less than 100 fs, as depicted in Fig. 4 (see also [2]). However,
due to the 1/ f 3 noise of RTWO, the integrated jitter becomes
higher than 150 fs at the same loop bandwidth for the 1/ f 3

noise corners above 1 MHz. It is worth mentioning that the
loop bandwidth must still be maintained quite narrow in order
to prevent the reference noise from dominating the ADPLL’s
PN, unless an expensive reference source of high purity could
be employed. Consequently, techniques to lower the 1/ f 3 PN
of RTWO are highly desired for mmW frequency generation.

Fig. 3. Example block diagram of ADPLL utilizing the presented RTWO
with N = 8. The output frequency could further be multiplied by N via an
additional edge combiner of the generated N differential phases.

Fig. 4. Simulated rms phase jitter versus loop bandwidth for a type-II
30-GHz RTWO-based ADPLL for various RTWO 1/ f 3 PN corners. Con-
ditions: PN at 10 MHz = −130 dBc/Hz, fREF = 250 MHz, σREF = 1 ps,
and N = 8.

It was mentioned in [20] that the flicker noise upconversion
in RTWO depends on TL dispersion. As a result, phase shifts
among TL modes occur, giving rise to an AM-PM conversion
mechanism. One way to mitigate this effect is to intentionally
generate a phase difference between the TL modes that cancels
out the phase shifts due to the TL dispersion and thus consid-
erably reduces the flicker noise upconversion. In [20], a “gate
offset” technique was used to introduce a phase shift between
the maintaining amplifier’s input and output. However, that
technique is not effective at mmW frequencies due to a large
delay introduced by the amplifier’s physical connections to the
ring. In this article, we propose a “distributed stubs” technique
to reduce the flicker noise upconversion in mmW RTWO [15].
A phase shift is deliberately induced by separating the phys-
ical connections of the maintaining amplifier and the tuning
capacitors along the RTWO ring. In other words, a dedicated
stub is utilized for the maintaining amplifier, whereas one or
more stubs are used for connecting the tuning capacitors. By
virtue of this technique, the 1/ f 3 PN corner of the proposed
30-GHz RTWO is greatly improved by an order-of-magnitude
as compared to state of the art.

This article is organized as follows. In Section II, a detailed
mathematical analysis of the flicker noise upconversion mech-
anism in RTWO is presented. The distributed stubs technique
is introduced in Section III, followed by phase sensitivity
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analysis to numerically verify its effectiveness. The circuit
implementation is described in Section IV, while experimental
results are shown and compared with state of the art in
Section V.

II. FLICKER NOISE UPCONVERSION IN RTWO

In this section, the effect of TL dispersion on the flicker
noise upconversion is studied. First, the effect of TL dispersion
on an RTWO waveform is examined, followed by a detailed
analysis of the AM-PM conversion mechanism in an RTWO.

A. TL Dispersion

The oscillating square-wave-like voltage waveform in
RTWO can be expressed by a Fourier series as follows:

v(t) = A1 sin (ω1t)+
∑

k even

Ak cos (kω1t + θk)

+
∑

k odd

Ak sin (kω1t + θk), (2)

where ω1 = 2π f1 is the fundamental angular frequency,
k = 2, 3, . . . , Ak is the harmonic amplitude, and θk is
the dispersion-induced phase shift between the fundamental
and the kth harmonic frequency components at steady state
(ideally, θk = 0, if no dispersion). In reality, the RTWO suffers
from the TL dispersion which arises due to material (conductor
and dielectric) losses as well as impedance discontinuities
caused by the maintaining amplifier’s loading and the shape
of different segments, i.e., straight, corner, and crossover. This
could result in significant phase shifts between harmonics
relative to the ideal phase shifts in the approximating square
wave. For simplicity and to reflect the heavy filtering of
higher harmonics by the mmW ring resonator, formula (2) is
approximated by considering only the fundamental (H1) and
second-harmonic (H2) frequency components1 in determining
this phase shift as follows:

v(t) = A1 sin (ω1t)+ A2 cos (2ω1t + θ2) (3)

where A1 and A2 are the amplitudes of H1 and H2, respec-
tively, and θ2 represents the dispersion-induced phase shift
between H1 and H2 in a steady state. Note that although
the third harmonic is still visible, it does not significantly
change the voltage waveform asymmetry between the rising
and falling times, hence the little effect on the phase shift and
PN, as claimed by Shahmohammadi et al. [21]. Pepe et al.
[22] claim that the flicker noise upconversion is caused by the
third harmonic current entering the capacitive path. Recent
work [23] has clarified that while both H2 and H3 affect the
flicker PN, it is H2 that is more dominant. It will be shown
later that the waveform asymmetry in this design causes the
flicker noise upconversion, hence it could be used for intuitive
explanations. However, this is not the case for all types of
oscillators.

1Note that due to the TL dispersion within the ring structure, the second
mode will shift slightly higher than 2ω1 (H2). Our underlying attempt will
be to properly slow it down.

The line losses of an RTWO are compensated by means of
periodically spaced maintaining amplifiers, which are acting
as differential negative resistors. The output current waveform
of a maintaining amplifier, considering the lower order terms
of its non-linear transconductance, is given as:

i(t) = g1 v(t) + g2 v
2(t)+ g3 v

3(t) (4)

where g1, g2, and g3 are the small-signal and higher order
transconductance gain coefficients. Substituting (3) into (4),
and keeping only the terms at the fundamental frequency
reveals:

i(t) = Iosc sin (ω1t)− Idis sin (ω1t + θ2)

= I1 sin (ω1t + ϕ), (5)

where

Iosc = g1 A1 + 3

2
g3 A1 A2

2 +
3

4
g3 A3

1, (6)

and

Idis = g2 A1 A2. (7)

Iosc represents the main oscillating current component that
is aligned in phase with the H1 voltage component,
whereas Idis is the additional current component due to the
dispersion-induced phase shift (θ2) between H1 and H2.

The composite amplitude, I1, and phase, ϕ, of the resulting
output current at the fundamental frequency, i(t), is given as:

I1 =
√

I 2
osc + I 2

dis + 2 Iosc Idis cos θ2, (8)

and

ϕ = sin−1

⎛
⎝sin θ2 · Idis√

I 2
osc + I 2

dis + 2 Iosc Idis cos θ2

⎞
⎠

= sin−1

(
sin θ2 · g2 A1 A2

I1(g1−3, A1−2)

)
. (9)

As revealed by (9), the current’s phase ϕ is sensitive to the
maintaining amplifier’s characteristics (g1−3) and the harmonic
amplitudes (A1−2), both of which can be influenced by the
flicker noise-induced variations in the transistors. From this,
it is apparent that to reduce the AM-PM conversion gain,
the sensitivity of ϕ to g1−3 and A1−2 must be minimized.
A quick inspection of (9) suggests that the most straight-
forward solution is to minimize θ2.2 This can be practically
accomplished, as described later, by slowing down the higher
harmonics thus ensuring that the TL dispersion is minimized.

B. AM-PM Mechanism

According to the impulse sensitivity function (ISF) theory
[24], the flicker noise upconversion to PN can be analyzed in
two steps [2]. First, a low-frequency voltage noise v1/ f at the
input of an RTWO maintaining amplifier, shown in Fig. 5(a),3

2Note that minimizing g2 is not practical in this RTWO structure because
this would require an increase in g1, which in turn would lead to a degradation
of PN due to operating in the voltage-limited regime, especially at low supplies
(∼0.8 V).

3Only a half-circuit of the maintaining amplifier is shown in Fig. 5(a).
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Fig. 5. Flicker noise upconversion mechanism in an RTWO. (a) Flicker noise upconversion to high-frequency current noise in i(t) of its maintaining amplifier.
(b) Direct conversion of flicker noise into PN. Suppressing the flicker noise upconversion by forcing: (c) θ2 = 0◦ or (d) θ2 = 180◦ .

is modulated into a cyclostationary noise current in,k around
various harmonics kω1 ± 	ω through a noise modulation
mechanism. In the second step, the current noise in,k turns
into PN through its corresponding ISF.

In the first step, assume the input-referred flicker noise
voltage, v1/ f (t), of the maintaining amplifier’s transistors at
	ω (e.g., 2π × 10 kHz) from the carrier ω1 is expressed as:

v1/ f (t) =
√

2 V1/ f,rms sin (	ωt + γ ), (10)

where V1/ f,rms is the rms value of flicker noise voltage whose
power spectral density (PSD) is V 2

1/ f [=Kn/(Wn Ln	ω) +
K p/(Wp L p	ω)], Kn and K p are process parameters for
nMOS and pMOS transistors, respectively, Wn,p and Ln,p are
nMOS and pMOS transistors’ dimensions, respectively, and γ
is an initial random phase.

First, the cyclostationary noise current in(t) can be calcu-
lated as follows. Assume that the RTWO voltage waveform
in (3) now includes the input-referred flicker noise voltage
v1/ f (t), as shown in Fig. 5(a):

v(t) = A1 sin (ω1t)+ A2 cos (2ω1t + θ2)+ v1/ f (t). (11)

The upconversion of baseband v1/ f (t) into high-frequency
current components is shown in Fig. 5(b). Substituting (11)

into (4), the upconverted v1/ f (t) in i(t) around ω1 is:

in(t) = G12 · sin (ω1t) · v1/ f (t)− G13 · sin (ω1t + θ2) · v1/ f (t)

= in1(t) · sin (ω1t + ϕn), (12)

where G12 = 2 g2 A1 and G13 = 3 g3 A1 A2 are the upconver-
sion transconductance gains. The composite amplitude (in1)
and phase (ϕn) of the resulting upconverted noise current at
the fundamental frequency, in(t), is given as:

in1(t) =
√

G2
12 + G2

13 + 2 G12 G13 cos θ2 · v1/ f (t)

= Gn · v1/ f (t), (13)

and

ϕn = sin−1

⎛
⎝sin θ2 · G13√

G2
12 + G2

13 + 2 G12 G13 cos θ2

⎞
⎠

= sin−1

(
sin θ2 · 3 g3 A1 A2

Gn(g2−3, A1−2)

)
. (14)

The first term, G12, in (12) is induced by the second-order
non-linearity of the maintaining amplifier. It is in-phase with
the fundamental oscillating current and can only create ampli-
tude noise. The second term, G13, in (12) is induced by the
third-order non-linearity of the maintaining amplifier. It is
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phase-shifted by θ2 with respect to the fundamental oscillating
current and it can directly introduce PN if θ2 �= 0 or π .
Substituting (10) into (13), (12) can be written as:

in(t) =
√

2 Gn V1/ f,rms sin (ω1t + ϕn) sin (	ωt + γ )
= I1/ f,rms(t) sin (	ωt + γ ), (15)

where I1/ f,rms(t) is the periodically modulated rms value of
flicker noise current, which is expressed as:

I1/ f,rms(t) =
√

2 Gn V1/ f,rms sin (ω1t + ϕn). (16)

I1/ f,rms(t) can be readily computed from dc/NOISE simu-
lations using the instantaneous bias conditions of the out-
put voltage waveforms of the maintaining amplifier within
one oscillation period. These can be obtained from periodic
steady-state (PSS) simulations.

The second step is to calculate the PN from cyclostationary
noise current in(t) and its non-normalized ISF [�(t)], defined
as (32) in Appendix A. The PN can be evaluated following a
general approach outlined in [25] as4:

�(t) =
∫ t

−∞
in(τ ) · �(τ) · dτ

≈
√

2�eff,dc

	ω
sin (	ωt + γ ), (17)

where �(t) is mainly dominated by the slow frequency term,
and �eff,dc is the dc value of non-normalized effective �eff(t)
[=�(t)× I1/ f,rms(t)], which is defined as:

�eff,dc = 1

T1

∫ T1

0
I1/ f,rms(t) · �(t) · dt, (18)

where T1 (=2π/ω1) is the oscillation period. Substituting
I1/ f,rms(t) in (16) and �(t) in (32) into (18), �eff,dc can
take a simpler form if only the fundamental term of �(t) is
considered and assuming α1 ≈ 0 as:

�eff,dc =
√

2

2
3g3 A1 A2 · c1 sin(θ2) V1/ f,rms. (19)

The terms α1 and c1 defined in (32) are the phase and
magnitude of the fundamental component of �(t). Substitut-
ing (19) into (36) derived in Appendix A when assuming that
all RTWO segments have the same ISF, i.e., �eff,dc,total =
N �eff,dc, the derived formula for single-sideband to carrier
ratio (SSCR) can be written in a closed-form expression as:

L(	ω) =
(

N · 3g3 A1 A2 · c1 sin(θ2) V1/ f,rms

2	ω

)2

. (20)

Since V 2
1/ f,rms is proportional to 1/	ω, then L(	ω) is ulti-

mately proportional to 1/	ω3.
The flicker noise upconversion mechanism originated by the

maintaining amplifier transistors can be practically mitigated
in two ways: minimizing the H2 amplitude (A2) or minimizing
the dispersion-induced phase shift of H2 (θ2). In an LCO,
A2 can be minimized by adding an extra inductor to induce
common-mode (CM) resonance at H2 for explicitly defining
the CM path to suppress the H2 harmonic current [2], [3].
On the other hand, θ2 is minimized by tuning the tank’s

4The general formula (17) is adapted for RTWO as (33) in Appendix A.

impedance to be resistive by forcing resonance at H2 for
implicitly defining the CM path to align H2 and H1 voltage
components in a quadrature manner [21], or by minimizing the
delay between primary and secondary transformer windings in
transformer-based LCO [3]. Similarly, A2 can be minimized
in an RTWO by adding an extra series LC resonance at
H2 in each RTWO maintaining amplifier for explicitly defining
the CM path to suppress the H2 harmonic currents [16].
However, this would be a narrow-band solution and consuming
a large area. Another solution to minimize the flicker noise
upconversion in an RTWO is suggested by tuning θ2 to 0 or π .
This will result in a resistive impedance at H2, as respectively
depicted in Fig. 5(c) and (d).

It is worth mentioning that, for simplicity, this analysis is
limited only to the phase difference between H1 and H2, even
though the dispersion happens between all harmonics. It would
not be overly beneficial and practical to include the phase
effects between all the harmonics, although in principle they
could be analyzed in the same manner as illustrated in this
section.

III. DISTRIBUTED STUBS TECHNIQUE

In this section, we propose a method for reducing the flicker
noise upconversion, which we call “distributed stubs” [15],
and which is facilitated by the inherently distributed nature of
RTWO. As discussed earlier in conjunction with (9) and (14),
the generation of second harmonic (H2) is unavoidable since
g2 and A2 are difficult to attenuate below a certain point.
Hence, the effort should turn toward reducing θ2. We propose
to shunt the RTWO differential TLs with capacitive stubs
along the way that will naturally introduce a larger phase shift
at H2, ψH 2, than at the fundamental (H1), ψH 1, thus bringing
θ2 closer to zero (ψH 2−ψH 1→−θ2).5 Adding a capacitance
along the differential TL will certainly affect ψH 1, thereby
proportionally increasing the oscillating period. To compensate
for that, the tuning capacitance CV in the conventional RTWO
of Fig. 6(b) (M = 0) is moved to the new capacitive stub
(M = 1) in Fig. 6(c). Alternatively, CV can be distributed
over two (M = 2) capacitive stubs, as shown in Fig. 6(d).

To support our claim of the efficacy of mitigating the
flicker noise upconversion using the distributed stubs tech-
nique, Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the simulated level of dispersion
(attenuation constant, α, and propagation constant, β) of the
implemented RTWO TL structure without (M = 0) and
with (M = 1, 2) the capacitive stubs. The TL models are
extracted by the EMX electromagnetic (EM) solver from the
actual layout. As indicated in Fig. 7(b), adding the capacitive
stubs (with capacitance redistribution to maintain the reso-
nant frequency f1 at 30 GHz) results in slowing down the
second-harmonic (2 f1 = 60 GHz). Fig. 7(c) shows the corre-
sponding simulated PN plots, also including a non-dispersive
TL that is based on an RLCG model. It is clearly discernible
that the non-dispersive TL exhibits the lowest flicker PN
corner (only ∼90 kHz) compared to the implementable (i.e.,
dispersive) TL with a conventionally single stub (M = 0),

5Again, for simplicity, we only consider the fundamental and
second-harmonic frequency components.
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Fig. 6. Distributed stubs technique. (a) RTWO ring with N = 8 segments. Details of each segment, and its associated waveforms with: (b) baseline
(conventional) M = 0, (c) M = 1, and (d) M = 2 (implemented). Voltage waveforms at: (e) P2 and (f) P1 and P3 points on TL. (g) ISF simulation
environment (for simplicity, we exploit the symmetry by injecting the current noise at one of the outputs of the maintaining amplifier, point A).

which shows the 1/ f 3 PN corner as high as ∼1.5 MHz
(17× higher). When the distributed stubs technique is used
with one (M = 1) or two capacitive stubs (M = 2),
the 1/ f 3 PN corner is greatly improved and it is around
500 kHz (3× lower) and 180 kHz (9× lower), respectively.
Fig. 7(d) shows the steady-state voltage waveforms for the
same set of non-dispersive and dispersive TLs. Upon closer
inspection, there are no apparent asymmetries between the
rising and falling parts of the voltage waveform in the case of
non-dispersive TL. In contrast, there are clear asymmetries
in the case of dispersive TLs. This concludes that the TL
dispersion causes asymmetries between the rising and falling
parts of the voltage waveform.

Considering now only a single isolated TL segment6 for
M = 1, as shown in Fig. 6(c), the distance �stub between the

6This assumption is in order to postpone effects due to the next TL segment.
To account for it, the prime notation for the phases is used.

maintaining amplifier and the tuning capacitor stubs (S0 and
S1, respectively) causes a phase delay for the traveling wave
on the TL of ψ 	H 1 = ψ 	P2 + 	ψ 	P2, where ψ 	P2 is the purely
propagational phase shift at point P2 on the TL, and 	ψ 	P2
is the induced excess phase delay due to the placing of the
capacitive stub S1 at P2. Note that the total tuning capacitance
does not change. We simply move CV from the point of low
impedance (i.e., maintaining amplifier) to the point of high
impedance in the middle of TL where the CV capacitor is
more effective in slowing down the higher harmonics.

Let us assume the shifting distance �stub causes the purely
propagational time delays tH 1 and tH 2 for H1 and H2, respec-
tively, as:

tH 1 = �stub

υH 1
, tH 2 = �stub

υH 2
, (21)

where υH 1 and υH 2 are, respectively, the H1 and H2 phase
velocities traveling on the TL, which include the effects of
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Fig. 7. Simulations of RTWO TLs with M = 0, 1, 2. (a) Attenuation constant
(α) in neper/mm. (b) Propagation constant (β) in rad/mm. (c) Resulting
PN. (d) Voltage waveforms. Conditions: 30-GHz carrier, N = 8, and �seg =
45 μm. Non-dispersive TLs are included for reference in (c) and (d).

TL dispersion and capacitive stub loading. Because of such
effects:

υH 2 = υH 1 +	υ = υH 1

(
1+ 	υ

υH 1

)
, (22)

where 	υ is the net increase in H2 phase velocity caused
by the TL dispersion and capacitive stub loading. Substitut-
ing (22) into (21), tH 2 can be expressed by its series expansion
as follows (assuming 	υ 
 υH 1 and ignoring higher-order
terms):

tH 2 = tH 1

1+ 	υ
υH1

≈ tH 1 − t2
H 1

	t
, (23)

where 	t = �stub/	υ is the net decrease in H2 purely propa-
gational delay caused by the TL dispersion and capacitive stub
loading.

When properly excited at point P07 in Fig. 6(c), the voltage
waveform at P2 in (3) becomes:

vP2(t) = A1 sin
(
ω1t + ψ 	H 1

)
+ A2 cos

(
2ω1t + 2ψ 	H 1 − 2ζψ 	2H 1 + θ 	2

)
, (24)

where ψ 	H 1 = ω1 tH 1, ζ = 1/ω1	t , and θ 	2 is the previously
defined dispersion-induced phase shift between H1 and H2.
The phase shift at H2 is constrained by ψ 	H 2 = 2ψ 	H 1−2ζψ 	2H 1.

To be able to continue with the analysis, we now must
extrapolate the voltage waveform at stub S1, vP2(t), to the
end of the TL, i.e., the beginning of the next segment. By
symmetry, this becomes vP0(t) with new phases ψH 1

8← ψ 	H 1,
ψH 2 ← ψ 	H 2 and θ2 ← θ 	2. By substituting (24) into (4),

7In order to mimic the RTWO environment in this isolated TL case, H2 is
shifted from H1 by θ2 at point P0.

8In this case: ψH1 = 	ψ 	P2 because we extrapolate the voltage waveform
at stub S1, vP2(t), to the beginning of next segment (next P0).

the maintaining amplifier’ current waveform at P0 becomes:

i(t) = Iosc sin (ω1t + ψH 1)

− Idis sin
(
ω1t + ψH 1 − 2ζψ2

H 1 + θ2
)
. (25)

This implies that the total phase shift including both the TL
dispersion induced and the capacitive stub induced phase shifts
should be:

ψH 1 = ψH 1 − 2ζψ2
H 1 + θ2 (26)

ψH 1 =
√
θ2

2ζ
(27)

in order to entirely eliminate the phase separation between the
two current components in (25) so that the flicker noise will
not be upconverted by the mechanism under consideration. To
fully compensate for θ2 (see Appendix B):

2π

N
· 	υ
υH 1
· �stub

�seg

(
1− �stub

�seg

)
= θ2. (28)

Its peak value lies at �stub/�seg = 1/2 (note, M = 1). ψH 1 and
ζ in (27) can be expressed in terms of �stub and �seg, with taking
into account the effect of spatial periodicity of the distributed
structure, as captured by (37) and (38) in Appendix B. The
ratio �stub/�seg in (28) represents the relative placement of the
capacitive stub (M = 1) within the segment’s length, in order
to generate the stub-induced excess H2 phase ψH 2 − ψH 1

that cancels out θ2 due to the TL dispersion between the
fundamental and second harmonic frequency components.

Interestingly, the beneficial phase cancellation in (28) will
also force an alignment of the second mode resonant frequency
with 2ω1. The ratio 	υ/υH 1 cannot be directly ascertained,
but it can be calculated from the frequency shift of the second
mode slightly away from 2ω1 (i.e., H2) due to the TL
dispersion referred to as the fundamental frequency (	 f/ f1).
The latter can be obtained from an open-loop S-parameter
simulation of the periodically loaded differential TL. For an
RTWO with N = 8 and �seg = 45 μm, it was found that
the ratio 	 f/ f1 is equal to 4% at 30 GHz. Substituting thus
obtained 	υ/υH 1 into (28), θ2 and then ultimately ψH 1 can
be obtained for different �stub/�seg, as shown in Fig. 8(a). This
plot also superimposes the simulated excess phase shift, 	ψ 	P2
in the associated waveform of Fig. 6(e), of the signal traveling
on the differential TL at point P2 when the tuning capacitor
stub S1 is added (M = 0 → M = 1). As expected from the
symmetrical geometry constraints, the maximum phase shift
occurs at �stub = �seg/2, which is also evident from (28). This
concludes that the theory and simulations largely match. It is
worth mentioning that the flicker noise upconversion is very
sensitive to phase delay, and that even a small phase correction
(≤ 0.5◦) can help to significantly reduce the flicker PN corner.

Fig. 8(b) shows the PN improvements at different offset fre-
quencies from the 30-GHz carrier. As expected, the maximum
PN improvement (5.6 dB at 10-kHz offset) coincides with the
maximum phase shift, i.e., at �stub = �seg/2. The improvements
are most prominent at low offset frequencies where the flicker
noise is dominating. One can note that the PN improvements
at higher offset frequencies are diminished. This is due to the
fact that the thermal noise (1/ f 2 region) dominates there. It is
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Fig. 8. Simulated parameters versus �stub/�seg. Excess phase shifts due to adding the capacitor stub(s): (a) M = 1 and (d) M = 2, relative to the M = 0
baseline [	ψ 	P1, 	ψ 	P2, and 	ψ 	P3 are the induced excess phase delays due to the placing of a capacitive stub at P1–P3, respectively (see Fig. 6)]. PN reduction
at different offset frequencies when using: (b) M = 1 or (e) M = 2 compared to M = 0. (c) H1 and H3 amplitude losses and H2 amplitude gain when:
(c) M = 1 or (f) M = 2 are used compared to M = 0. Conditions: 30-GHz carrier, N = 8, and �seg = 45 μm.

noted that the addition of capacitive stub lowers the amplitude
of the H3 frequency component, as revealed in Fig. 8(c), but
the H2 amplitude is slightly increased due to the restorative
action of the amplifier [see Fig. 8(c)]. The proposed technique
with M = 1 can be viewed as inserting a special phase shifter
(favoring H2 over H1) between the maintaining amplifier
and the tuning capacitor. It is well-known that the phase
shifter attenuates while phase-shifting [26], [27]. Therefore,
it is expected that maximum losses in H1 and H3 amplitudes
happen at �stub = �seg/2 at which the maximum phase shift is
obtained.

Further PN improvement can be attained by adding an extra
capacitive stub, as shown in Fig. 6(d), that acquires half of the
capacitance CV from the sole stub in the previous M = 1
case. Fig. 8(e) shows that the maximum PN performance
boosts (versus the M = 0 baseline) are 10.7, 7.9, and
2.6 dB at 10-kHz, 100-kHz, and 1-MHz offsets, respectively,
at �stub = �seg/3 (and, by symmetry, �stub = 2�seg/3). This
happens because the signal is now phase-shifted by 	ψP3

at two points P1 and P3 on the differential TL, as shown

in the associated waveform of Fig. 6(f). This exerts more
phase shift at H2, which provides stronger cancellation of
the TL dispersion-induced phase shift. The total equivalent
phase difference (i.e., the combination of the excess phase
shifts from the two stubs) is nearly twice that at P1 or
P3 due to the spatial periodicity of the distributed structure.
Again, the proposed technique with M = 2 can be viewed
as inserting two cascaded special phase shifters (favoring
H2 over H1) between the maintaining amplifier. The H1 and
H3 amplitudes are attenuated with the same magnitude at
two different locations on the TL, i.e., at �stub = �seg/3 and
�stub = 2�seg/3, respectively, as depicted in Fig. 8(f). This
is because the RTWO waveform is firstly phase-shifted at
�stub = �seg/3, then phase shifted again at �stub = 2�seg/3
with the same phase shift amount.

The proposed technique is verified in Fig. 9 across different
carrier frequencies with using a fixed segment length of �seg =
45 μm. Increasing the capacitive loading results in more phase
shift because of the higher variation in phase velocity [27],
as shown in Fig. 9(a). However, the PN improvements for
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Fig. 9. Simulated parameters versus carrier frequency when using M = 1 or M = 2 compared to the M = 0 baseline. (a) Excess phase shifts due to
adding the capacitor stub(s), (b) PN reduction at 10-kHz and 1-MHz frequency offsets, (c) 1/ f 3 PN corner, (d) THD, (e) H1 and H3 amplitude losses, and
(f) H2 amplitude gain. Conditions: N = 8 and �seg = 45 μm.

M = 1 and 2 relative to the M = 0 baseline in Fig. 9(b) do
not exhibit a large boost at the highest capacitance loading
due to the higher losses in H1 and H3 amplitudes, as depicted
in Fig. 9(e). Therefore, a compromise between the maximum
phase shift and minimum transmission loss has to be found
for a given capacitance range. The 1/ f 3 noise corner is
studied in Fig. 9(c) across different carrier frequencies for
different stub configurations. At 30 GHz, the 1/ f 3 noise corner
for the traditional configuration is around 1.5 MHz whereas
it is 3× lower for M = 1 and 8× lower for M = 2.
It is also noted that fewer benefits are achieved at higher
frequencies (>40 GHz) due to the reduction in the introduced
phase shift that cancels out θ2. Fig. 9(d) shows the total
harmonic distortion (THD) versus the carrier frequency. Less
harmonic distortion is achieved at lower frequencies where
higher capacitance loading causes the waveform to look more
sinusoidal. The applied technique reduces the harmonic dis-
tortion, especially at lower frequencies where heavy filtering
in H3 is obtained, as illustrated in Fig. 9(e). In addition,

the H2 amplitude is slightly increased for M = 1 and 2 due
to the slight improvement of the resonator’s impedance at H2,
as depicted in Fig. 9(f).

To gain further insight into the proposed technique,
the phase sensitivity analysis is now verified. Fig. 10(a)
and (b) plots the single-cycle waveforms of voltage v(t)
and cyclostationary rms noise current I1/f,rms(t), respectively.
The flicker noise currents peak in the regions where the
maintaining amplifier’s transistors operate in saturation, but are
also relatively high in the triode region. The phase sensitivity
function, �(t), is shown in Fig. 10(c) in dashed curves. It
can be evaluated based on periodic transfer function (PXF)
simulations by injecting a small-signal at one of the outputs
of the maintaining amplifier (here, point A) of one of the
segments, as depicted in Fig. 6(g), in order to derive the
periodic transimpedance [28]. Using the magnitude and phase
of this periodic transimpedance and by using the magnitude
and initial phase of the fundamental harmonic PSS analysis
with a harmonic balance (HB) engine, one can evaluate its
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Fig. 10. Comparing simulated waveforms of an RTWO segment when using M = 0, 1, 2. (a) Voltages at the amplifiers, (b) rms noise currents, and (c) �
and effective �. For each RTWO segment: (d) effective � for M = 2, and (e) dc value of effective � for M = 0, 1, 2. (f) Calculated and simulated PN.
Conditions: 30-GHz carrier, N = 8, and �seg = 45 μm. Spot PN is at 10-kHz offset frequency.

magnitudes ck and phases (αk) to calculate �(t) using (32).
The effective phase sensitivity function, �eff (t), is calculated
as �eff = I1/f,rms × � of each stub configuration, as depicted
in Fig. 10(c) in solid curves. From the �eff waveforms, it is
obvious that the flicker noise upconversion to PN mainly hap-
pens during the two saturation regions that have an opposite
influence on the phase change of the voltage waveforms in
each region.

In the baseline configuration, the TL dispersion causes
asymmetries between the rising and falling parts of v(t), where
the positive area of �eff is wider than that of the negative.
This means that its dc value, �eff,dc, is not equal to zero.
However, with M = 1 or 2, �eff can be shaped to be more
symmetric, causing the phase change in the two regions to
cancel each other within one period, i.e., �eff is nearly equal
to zero. As per phase sensitivity theory, �eff,dc represents the
contribution of flicker noise to PN conversion [2]. Ideally,
the total �eff,dc is calculated by multiplying �eff,dc of one
segment by the number of segments (N). However, due to

the physical asymmetry between the RTWO segments, �eff

varies as illustrated in Fig. 10(d). In this case, the total is
calculated by summing up �eff,dc of each segment according
to (34). Fig. 10(e) shows �eff,dc of each segment (SEG0–
SEG7). The total �eff,dc for M = 1 and 2 are respectively
2.1× and 4× lower versus the baseline. This is equivalent to
6.2- and 11.3-dB reduction in PN at 10-kHz offset according
to (36). The resulting PN at 10-kHz offset shown in Fig. 10(f)
versus the number of capacitive stubs shows almost a perfect
agreement with the analytical calculations, thus demonstrating
the effectiveness of the proposed theory.

IV. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION

The RTWO PN equation in the thermal region is expressed
as [18]:

L(	 f ) = F K T

2πη2
V V 2

DD

Z0

Q

(
f1

	 f

)2

, (29)
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Fig. 11. 3-D view of the implemented RTWO ring with M = 2 and �seg = 45 μm with the detailed circuit diagram of one of its segments.

Fig. 12. EM 3-D simulation of the RTWO resonator indicating the horizontal
current density in the odd-mode.

and the dc power consumption is given as:

Pdc = πηV V 2
DD

ηI

1

Z0 Q
, (30)

where F (=1 + γ ω1 trise) is the oscillator noise factor, γ
[=(γn+γp)/2] is the total channel noise coefficient, γn, γp are
channel noise coefficients for nMOS and pMOS, respectively,
trise [=1/ω1 (N/π)−(1/2)�+1] is the rise time of the voltage
waveform [29], K is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute
temperature, ηI and ηV are the voltage and current efficiencies,
VDD is the supply voltage, Z0 is the differential characteristic
impedance of the TL, and Q is the TL resonator’s quality
factor. For a given Q, (29) and (30), respectively, indicate
that the PN is directly proportional to Z0, whereas Pdc is
inversely proportional to it. Thus, with maximizing Q, PN can

Fig. 13. Die micrograph with layout details of RTWO ring.

be improved by minimizing Z0 at the expense of higher
Pdc. The Q is affected by series and shunt losses of the TL
resonator while the shunt losses become dominant at mmW
frequencies. On the other hand, Z0 is chosen by setting the
differential TL geometries: width (w) and spacing (s). Some
iterations are needed to find the optimum Z0 with loading
considerations of the maintaining amplifier and tuning sw-
caps. In this design, the optimum geometries for the TL are
found to be w = 8.1 μm and s = 6 μm for a given segment
length of �seg = 45 μm. The resultant RLCG parameters
of this TL at 30 GHz are: RTL = 353 m�/mm, LTL =
68.4 pH/mm, CTL = 26.3 fF/mm, and GTL = 252 μS/mm.
This translates to the unloaded Z0, Q, and attenuation constant
of 52 �, 12, and 0.9 dB/mm, respectively. The proposed
RTWO ring is realized by stacking the top two 2.88-μm-thick
copper metal layers (M9 and M10) in order to minimize the dc
resistance and achieve the best possible Q, whereas the stubs
use M8 copper layer. The TL length is designed to obtain
the resonance condition at the targeted oscillation frequency.
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Fig. 14. (a) Measured PN plots at 26.2 and 30 GHz. Measured and simulated PN at 1-MHz offset and 1/ f 3 PN corner: (b) across the TR, (c) versus supply
voltage at 26.2 and 30 GHz.

To alleviate the asymmetry in layout design of the proposed
RTWO ring, five crossovers are realized by the top two copper
metals, as shown in Fig. 11. It ensures that the phase difference
between the two laps is as close to 180◦ as possible. Fig. 12
shows the horizontal current density in the RTWO resonator
of Fig. 11. The heat map indicates the ratio in dB of the
horizontal current density to its maximum value. As evident,
the electric field between the coupled differential TLs is so
strong that the penetration into the substrate is negligible.

The ring is divided into eight segments (N = 8) by taking
into account layout constraints. Each segment is loaded by
three distributed stubs (M = 2 case), as shown in Fig. 11.
The first stub (S0) is driven by a negative-transconductance
amplifier that is based on back-to-back inverters. The
nMOS and pMOS transistors are low-Vt devices with widths
of 14.4 and 22.8 μm, respectively. All transistors are designed
with a minimum channel length of 20 nm. It worth mentioning
that the transistors are sized to give a total transconductance
of more than twice the inverse of the total TL series loss
resistance (N�seg RTL) in order to ensure reliable startup over
PVT variations. In addition, there is an optimum W/L aspect
ratio between nMOS and pMOS at which the 1/ f 3 PN corner
of the oscillator is minimized. This happens when their
transconductances are equal. Each S0 stub is also loaded by a
50-�-terminated CMOS buffer to drive its probing pad. Each

of the capacitive stubs (S1 and S2) consists of 4-bit coarse-
and 16-bit fine-tuning thermometer-coded unary MOM
switched-capacitor arrays. The resultant 8-bit coarse and
32-bit fine thermometer codes are then mapped into 3-bit and
5-bit binary codes, respectively, using a binary-to-thermometer
decoder. The unit capacitance of coarse and fine arrays are:
Ccrs = 10 fF and Cfin = 2 fF, respectively. The simulated
on/off capacitance ratio for coarse and fine-tuning arrays
are 2.9 and 1.5 with a minimum quality factor at 30 GHz
of 22 and 67, respectively. The coarse frequency resolution
is 68 MHz/LSB, whereas it is 6 MHz/LSB for the fine one.

With the help of an EMX solver, an EM model was created
for all passive structures to capture all significant capacitive
and magnetic couplings within the critical layout routing.
The EM model includes the RTWO ring, the stubs, and the
power supply and ground traces. Therefore, any undesired
coupling can be avoided as early as during the layout design.
All control signals are routed using the lowest metal layers
to minimize their interaction with the mmW signal paths.
Symmetrical decoupling capacitors are added between the
RTWO power supply and ground traces to reduce supply
noise and to satisfy the process metal density requirements.
In addition, they are used for tightening the local return path
for the even-mode current. Furthermore, the current supply
path is kept close to the current return path in order to have
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TABLE I

COMPARISON WITH RELEVANT STATE-OF-THE-ART MMW OSCILLATORS

better control of the even-mode. It is worth mentioning that
any asymmetries in the layout will cause degradation in the
flicker PN. For this reason, it is important to minimize the
systematic mismatch by maintaining symmetry in the design
and layout of the RTWO. As a result of the careful EM
modeling, the RTWO oscillation frequency could be accurately
predicted; the difference between the simulated and measured
frequencies is merely 460 MHz (1.5%).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The prototype of the proposed 30-GHz RTWO was fabri-
cated in 22 nm fully depleted silicon-on-insulator (FD-SOI)
CMOS. The RTWO itself occupies 0.24 mm2 utilizing a
115 μm × 115 μm “ring,” as depicted in the die micrograph
in Fig. 13. The chip consumes 20 mW from a 0.8-V supply
excluding the 50-�-terminated CMOS output buffers which
consume 25.6 mW. The RTWO signals are probed using
ground-signal-ground (GSG) pads. The PN is evaluated using
a Rohde & Schwarz FSWP50 PN analyzer. The measured
tuning range (TR) is from 26.2 to 30 GHz (13.5%) with
6-MHz/LSB fine frequency resolution. Fig. 14(a) shows
the measured PN at 26.2 ( fmin) and 30 GHz ( fmax) with
0.8-V supply voltage. When tuned to 30 GHz, the mea-
sured PN at 100-kHz, 1-MHz, and 10-MHz frequency offsets
are −82.1, −107.6, and −128.9 dBc/Hz, respectively. This
corresponds to FoM of 178.6, 184.2, and 185.4 dBc/Hz,
respectively.

The measured PN at 1-MHz offset across the TR is shown
in Fig. 14(b) and varies ∼1 dB over the entire TR. The
measured PN is ∼1 dB worse than simulated from the
extracted EM model, mainly due to the lower Q-factor of
the fabricated resonator. Fig. 14(b) also shows the measured

1/ f 3 PN corner across the TR. It increases almost monoton-
ically from 180 to 280 kHz across the TR. We suspect that
the worse measured 1/ f 3 PN corner than predicted through
simulations is due to inaccuracies in the 1/ f noise model of
the transistors in the process design kit (PDK). Fig. 14(c) illus-
trates the measured PN and 1/ f 3 PN corner at different supply
voltages at fmin and fmax. The PN is enhanced by ∼3 and
∼1.8 dB when varying the supply voltage from 0.7 to 0.9 V at
fmin and fmax, respectively, while the 1/ f 3 PN corner increases
from 100 to 280 kHz at fmin and from 180 to 500 kHz at fmax.
The increase in 1/ f 3 PN corner is due to the high AM-PM
conversion gain that happens at higher supply voltages.

The measured supply frequency pushing is 230 and
170 MHz/V at fmax and fmin, respectively, which is in line with
other similar state-of-the-art oscillators. This is mainly caused
by the non-linear capacitances of the back-to-back inverter
transistors (i.e., AM-FM mechanism). The other upconversion
mechanisms (e.g., AM-PM) appear nondominant. For exam-
ple, if (28) is in perfect balance [i.e., θ2 feeding (20) is
vanishing], then theoretically there will be no upconversion to
PN from the flicker noise as well as from any small-signal
disturbance on VDD. An analysis of (20) based on SPICE
simulation data for θ2 = 1◦ indicated only 1.25 dB of PN
at 10-kHz degradation when VDD changes from 0.7 to 0.9 V.

Performance comparison of the proposed architecture with
state-of-the-art mmW oscillators is given in Table I. The
proposed oscillator achieves 180- and 280-kHz flicker noise
corners at 26.2- and 30-GHz carriers, respectively, which
confirms the efficacy of the proposed technique. This is
the lowest 1/ f 3 PN corner ever reached among the mmW
RTWOs, which typically report >1 MHz. The improvement in
flicker noise upconversion is prominent when comparing FoM
at 1 MHz where the proposed RTWO is 10.5 dB better than
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the best report of RTWO’s in [10]. When compared with the
multi-phase LCO in [17], our PN is 2 dB better assuming that
consumes the same power consumption, besides our proposed
oscillator generates four more differential phases. Comparing
with LCOs, it reaches the best-in-class performance [2], [30]
while additionally delivering the benefit of eight differential
phases.

A new FoM for multi-phase oscillators was recently pro-
posed in [31] to account for the number of generated output
phases, which is given as:

FoMP = FoM+ 10 log10(N). (31)

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, our RTWO achieves
the best FoMP of 197.5 dB at 10 MHz compared to published
reports.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article demonstrated a new 30-GHz RTWO for
multi-phase clock generation featuring a record low 1/ f 3 PN
corner. The proposed architecture uses a new distributed stubs
technique to reduce the flicker noise upconversion caused by
a TL dispersion. It intentionally generates a phase difference
between the fundamental and second harmonics by means of
the tuning capacitance redistribution along the TL in order
to cancel out the phase shifts due to the phase dispersion. A
comprehensive mathematical analysis validates the effective-
ness of this technique. The prototype was fabricated in a 22-nm
FD-SOI process and achieves the best-in-class performance.

APPENDIX A

The non-normalized ISF [�(t)] can be expressed as [2]:

�(t) = 1

2
c0 cos (α0)+

∞∑
k=1

ck cos (kω1t + αk) (32)

where ck and αk are the magnitude and phase of kth harmonic
term, respectively. A fast and accurate simulation technique of
ISF based on positive sidebands of a PXF was described in
[32]. Note that α0 is either 0 or π depending on the sign of
dc term of �(t).

Now, suppose that we have different uncorrelated noise
sources at all nodes, one at each output of the maintaining
amplifier in each RTWO segment. In addition, the ISF wave-
forms for different nodes will have different shapes. Therefore,
the total PN due to all the sources is given by superposition
of each node as [25]:

�(t) =
N−1∑
n=0

∫ t

−∞
in(τ, n) · �(τ, n) · dτ

≈
√

2�eff,dc,total

	ω
sin (	ωt + γ ) (33)

where �eff,dc,total is given as:

�eff,dc,total =
N−1∑
n=0

�eff,dc,n (34)

where �eff,dc,n is the dc value of effective ISF of segment n.
If the noise sources at different nodes and their associated ISF

waveforms are the same (statistically), except for a phase shift,
and assuming identical maintaining amplifiers, then �eff,dc,total

will be N times the value of �eff,dc of one of the RTWO
segments.

The PN �(t) appears at the output of the maintaining
amplifier, showing two correlated terms at ω1 ±	ω:

v(t) = A1 sin [ω1t +�(t)] ≈ A1 sin (ω1t)

+
√

2�eff,dc,total A1

2	ω
sin [(ω1 +	ω)t + γ ]

+
√

2�eff,dc,total A1

2	ω
sin [(ω1 −	ω)t − γ ]. (35)

The SSCR can be written as:

L(	ω) =
1
2

(√
2�eff,dc,total A1

2	ω

)2

1
2 A2

1

=
(√

2�eff,dc,total

2	ω

)2

. (36)

Equation (36) represents the flicker PN caused by a half-circuit
of the maintaining amplifiers. The final SSCR caused by the
full maintaining amplifiers is 2× L(	ω).

APPENDIX B

ψH 1 and ζ in (27) can be expressed in terms of �stub and �seg,
while taking into account the effect of the spatial periodicity
of the distributed RTWO structure, as:

ψH 1 =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
π

N
· �stub

�seg
, �stub = 0→ �seg

π

N
·
(

1− �stub

�seg

)
, �stub = �seg → 0

(37)

ζ =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

N

π
· 	υ
υH 1
· 1
�stub
�seg

, �stub = 0→ �seg

N

π
· 	υ
υH 1
· 1

1− �stub
�seg

, �stub = �seg→ 0
. (38)

The equivalent ψH 1 can be derived as:

1

ψH 1,eq
= 1

π
N · �stub

�seg

+ 1
π
N · (1− �stub

�seg
)

�⇒ ψH 1,eq = π

N
· �stub

�seg

(
1− �stub

�seg

)
. (39)

The equivalent ζ can be derived by considering it as presenting
a reciprocal quantity to ψH 1 as:

ζeq = N

π
· 	υ
υH 1
· 1
�stub
�seg

+ N

π
· 	υ
υH 1
· 1

1− �stub
�seg

= N

π
· 	υ
υH 1
· 1
�stub
�seg

(
1− �stub

�seg

) . (40)

Substituting (39) and (40) into (27), the compensation for θ2

can be expressed as:

θ2 ← 2ζ · ψ2
H 1 =

2π

N
· 	υ
υH 1
· �stub

�seg

(
1− �stub

�seg

)
. (41)
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